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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the elliptic partial differential equation 
in a bounded domain D with polygonal boundary r, where f is a known func- 
tion bounded in D, p and q are known positive functions with p, and q2/ 
bounded in D, and t is the unknown function with the boundary condition 
t = 0 on r. We impose a rectangular mesh on D + F and approximate (1.1) 
by finite differences [I, p. 2091, writing the result in matrix form 
(AT+ P)u =Ff (1.2) 
where f is f evaluated on the mesh and u is an approximation to t at the mesh 
points. 
We consider below the Peaceman-Rachford method [2, pp. 28-411 for 
solving such difference equations, with a single iteration parameter I, deno- 
ting the vector iterates by UC”), n = 1, 2, a** . In particular, we consider the 
error (/ u - UC”) (1 after n iterations in a “discrete L, integral norm.” Our 
main results, valid for any convex domain and any sufficiently smooth initial 
guess, are as follows. 
If p = q 3 1, for any r > 0, given E > 0 there exists N = N(E) independ- 
ent of the mesh such that (1 u - ucn) /I < E for n > N. In general, there 
exist positive r,, = r,(p, q) and K = K(r), each independent of the mesh, 
such that if 0 < r < r,, , then 11 u - u(“) 11 < K/n. Moreover, for any 
r > 0 there exists a constant C independent of the mesh such that 
-- 
* Operated for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission by Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation. 
t This paper is based on a Ph.D. Thesis written at the University of Pittsburgh 
under the direction of Dr. R. B. Kellogg. 
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// u -+cn) I/ < C/n if I/(~) = (l/n) Cz=_l II(~) is the first CCsaro mean of 
the utk). 
These results contrast with the well known fact [3, p. 2831 that as the mesh 
increments tend to zero, the spectral radius of the Peaceman-Rachford 
iteration matrix tends to one, whence the asymptotic rate of convergence 
tends to zero. However, for a fixed mesh, the nth error is bounded by Mpn 
for some p < 1, which tends to zero more rapidly than C/n. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Let R be a rectangle of width w and length 1 containing D, with sides 
parallel to the coordinate axes. Construct a mesh on R with I lines in the y 
direction and J lines in the x direction. Number the lines from left to right 
and bottom to top and call the intersections of lines mesh points, denoted by 
(xi,yj), 1 GiGI, 1 <j<J. Let Zi=~i+l-~i, wj=yj+r-yj, 
Li = (de1 + Q/2, and Wj = (w~-~ + w,)/2. 
At the (xi , yi) E D, one obtains finite difference equations of the form (1.2). 
The equations define matrices 2, P and F as follows. Using ,Q to denote 
the component of z at the mesh point (xi , yj), with the divided difference 
notation 
~z3i.j = (%+1.i - &,j)Pi 7 svzi,j = Czi,j+l - zi,j)/wj 
define 
Cxu)i.j = W@-l12.jseUi-l,i - wjPi+llz,j8&.j 
CpUh,j = L*qi.i-l/2s~ui.j-1 - L&.i+l128fPi,i (2.1) 
(Ff),,j =Liwjfi,j 
where (2.1) holds for each (xi, yj) ED and Ui-r,j = 0 if (xieI , yj) $ D, etc., 
andpi+l,,,i is p evaluated at the point midway between (xipI , yj) and (xi , yj), 
etc. By inspection, 2 and p are real symmetric matrices and F is a positive 
diagonal matrix. 
The Wachspress-Habetler variant of the Peaceman-Rachford iterative 
method [4, p. 4121 applied to (1.2) is defined by 
(IF + 8) t~(~+l/~) = (YF - P) ufn) + Ff 
(YF + P) utn+l) = (YF - 8) ucn+lj2) + Ff (2.2) 
for n = 0, 1, .*., with Y a positive number and u(O) an arbitrary vector. We 
take u(O) to have as components g(x% ,yj), where g is an arbitrary function 
defined in D with g = 0 on r and g,, bounded in D (e.g., II(O) = 0). 
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Using the definitions 
X = F-W~J’-‘12, y  = F-1 12 $+F---1/2 
“(n) =Fl/ZU(n), s =FVf v  =Fwl 
(1.2) results in 
(X$ Y)v=s 
and (2.2) results in 
(YI + X) v(n+ll2) = (‘I - Y) V(n) + s 
(d + Y) v(n+l) = (d - X) v(n+lP) + s 
where I is the identity matrix. 
(2.3) 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Most of the inequalities in this section are discrete analogs of integral 
inequalities (such as in [5, p. 417]), which we omit for the sake of brevity. 
As one may expect from the analogy, the results are independent of the magni- 
tude of the mesh increments. Many of the proofs in this section are rather 
simple, but do not appear in the generality we desire in the literature. 
Let 11 M 11 denote the spectral norm of the matrix M and (w, 2) the inner 
product of the vectors w and z.l The inequalities in the following lemma have 
been proved for p = 4 = 1 with constant mesh spacing [7, p. 4001. 
LEMMA 1. X and Y are real, symmetric, and positive deJnite.2 Moreover, 
11 x-1’2 I/ < 1 %G and /I Y-1’2 )I d w 2/;;, 
where u is any upper bound of l/p and l/q in D. 
PROOF. Since X is symmetric and F is a positive diagonal matrix, 
X = F-1/2xF-1/2 is symmetric. 
The positive definiteness of X and the bound for I/ X-1/2 (1 follow from the 
inequality 
(z, Fz) < Po(z, Jfz) (3-l) 
for all x, which we now prove. 
1 The spectral norm of a real square matrix M equals the square root of the largest 
eigenvalue of MTM [6, p. 2141. Al so, only real vectors will be considered. 
e This is well known [S, p. 1921. 
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Extend z+ to all (xi , yi) E R by setting z, ,j = 0 if (xi , y,) 4 D. Then 
using (2.1) we obtain from a summation by parts 
(3.2) 
Since ~i,~ = 0, 
i-l 
zf*, = 1% lpszz~.j~2 < 1 gli(s&J2 
Y-l t-1 
where Cauchy’s inequality has been used. Multiplying by Li Wj and summing 
over2<i<I-1,2<j< J-l, 
The sum of the Li is bounded by 1 and ~p~+i/~,~ >, 1 so using (3.2), (3.1) is 
proved. The proof for Y is similar. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. 
I/ xyx + Y)-112 11 < 1, /I YlI’(X + Y)-112 11 < 1. 
PROOF. 
(z, x4 < 1 II x1’2(x + v1’2 II2 = Y”f &, Xz) + (2, yq ’ 
since X and Y are positive definite by Lemma 1. The proof for 
Y1j2(X + Y)-lp is similar. Q.E.D. 
In the next lemma, as well as later, we make use of the fact that the spectral 
norm of a real square matrix equals the spectral norm of the transpose (if &I 
is a real square matrix, the eigenvalues of &.lTM are the same as the eigen- 
values of MMT). 
LEMMA 2. 
/j (X + Y)-1 1) < Iwo. 
PROOF. Using the equality 
(X + Y)-’ = x-V[XV(X + Y)-‘P] [(X + Y)-l/2 yv] y-w, 
apply Lemma 1 and Corollary 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. IIsII~Jy’t;;,whereJisunyupperboundofIfIinD. 
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PROOF. Using (2.1) and the definition of s, 
1) s II2 = (f,Ff) = 2 LiWif& < x L,W,f=< lwf2. 
(-QYjW (.q~rW 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. If the real symmetric matrix T is positive defkite and 11 T 1) < 1, 
then // (I - T) T” 1) < l/n. 
PROOF. 
and since the maximum of (1 - A) An is taken on at h = n/(n + l), the result 
follows. Q.E.D. 
Let H denote the matrix X with p = 1, and V the matrix Y with q = 1, 
LEMMA 5. 
11 H1’2X-1’2 (1 < 4; and 11 Vl’2Y-1’2 I/ < l/o. 
PROOF. 
/I H1’2X-1’2 II2 = p+;x (z Hz)/@, xz) = yy (2, &)/(z, 22) d 0 
using (3.2). The proof for V1/2Y-1/2 is similar. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. 
II Vv(O) II < z/ii&, , 
where gyy is any upper bound of I g,, / in D. 
PROOF. Since 
11 Vv(‘) II2 = (F-‘l%(‘) , FF-l&(‘)) = c LiWj(F-l~u(o))~>j 
(xBY,)@ 
and 
it is sufficient to prove 
cx~gD I (F-l~u’o’)i,i I G &w . x 3 (3.3) 
But (u(O))~,~ = g(xi , yj) so using (2.1) for (xi, yJ E D, 
(F-l~u’o’)~,i = [S,g,,j-, - S,g,,J Wj 
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Then (3.3) follows by expanding g in a Taylor series with two terms and a 
remainder. Q.E.D. 
With M a positive definite matrix and r > 0, let TM denote the matrix 
(TI + AI-1 (rI - M). 
LEMMA 7. If 0 < r < l/l% and r < l/w2a, then - TX and - T, are real, 
symmetric, and positive definite, 
and 
II (- TX)“” II < 1 and II (- TrY2 II < 1, 
1) (- Tx)-‘j2 iI2 < (1 + rPo)/(l - r12u). 
PROOF. Since X is symmetric, - TX is symmetric. Let h be an eigenvalue 
of X. Then (A - r)/(X + r) is an eigenvalue of - TX. But an application of 
Lemma 1 shows h > r so the eigenvalues of - TX are positive and less than 1, 
thus - TX is positive definite and I/ (- TX) j/ < 1. 
Observing that 
II (-- TxY2 II2 = II (-- TX) IL 
then 11 (- Tx)1/2 11 < 1. The proof for Y is similar, so all that remains is to 
bound I[(- Tx)-l/” 11. But 
II (- T,)F2 II2 = II (- T&l II 
so it is sufficient to prove 
(A + r)/(h - r) < (1 + rZ2a)/( 1 - rPa) 
where h is any eigenvalue of X. Using Lemma 1, h > 1/12u whence the result 
follows from the monotonicity of (1 + z)/(l - z). Q.E.D. 
Let II, and D, be diagonal matrices with entries 
(&Pi-ll2.i + 1i-lPi+l12.j)/2Li and (w9%.j-1/2 + wi-14i.i+l12)/2w3 
respectively. With 7 being any upper bound of p and q in D and u any upper 
bound of l/p and l/p in D, it follows that 
II DI II < 7, II 4 II d 7) 11 D;1’2D;1’2 II < (I 
11 D;‘2D,1’2 11 < &, 
Using the notation 
11 D;1’2D;‘2 11 < v%. (3.4) 
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let the matrices x1 and PI be defined by 
(;P,z)i,j = K(Pi+l/z.j - Pi-l/z.j) Agi,j 
<plzkj = Li(!?i.i+l/2 - 4i.i-l/2) AtFi,j (3.5) 
where (3.5) holds for (xi, yj) ED and si-r,j = 0 if (xi-r , yj) 6 D, etc. 
Li = (&-r + 142, etc. Using (2.1), w h ere A corresponds to 8 with p = 1, 
a direct calculation results in 
Yi+ = DIR + 2, , P=D,p+ PI 
from which we deduce 
where 
X = D,H + X, , Y=D,V’ Yl 
Xl = F-1/2&F-V, Yl = F-V~l~-l/~ . 
(3.6) 
LEMMA 8. 
II XIH-lla II < .\/zp ad II Ylv-1’2 II < lap 
where p is any upper bound of 1 p, 1 and 1 qy 1 in D. 
PROOF. 
is equivalent to 
II X,fW2 II < tip 
(-JGz, X,4 Q ~P‘Yz, Hz) 
for all z. Replacing z by F1i2z, 
(;p,z, F-1&z) < 2p2(2, &). (3.7) 
We now prove (3.7) for all 2. Using (3.5), 
(;P,GF-~XZ) G [ ma I Pi+l/z.j --pi-l/z.j I/U” 2 Liwi(dS~,d2 
(xi.~jW’ (xI,Y~W 
so expandingp in a Taylor series with one term and a remainder, and extend- 
ing zi, i as before, 
J-l I-1 
(X~Z, F-l;P,z) < p2 2 Wj 2 Li(A,~i,j)~. 
j=Z i=2 
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A simple calculation using I+ = (Z+r + 1,)/2 proves the inequality 
which results in 
Using (3.2), the right side of the inequality is 2p2(z, I&) so (3.7) is proved. 
The proof for YrV-lj2 is similar. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 9. 
/I XH-1 II <T + d2 pz and 1) YV-1 /I < T + d2pw. 
PROOF. From (3.6) we deduce 
II XIV II < II D, II + II &H-1’2 II . II HW2 II. 
Applying (3.4) and Lemmas 1 and 8, 
1 j XH-1 II < T + ~/ii’ pl. 
The proof for YV-r is similar. Q.E.D. 
4. THE CONVEX POLYGON 
The inequalities in this section are discrete analogs of integral inequalities 
(such as in [9, p. 2511) more complicated than those in Section 3. We shall 
say that a mesh is consistent with the polygon when the vertices of the polygon 
D + r are mesh points and I’ intersects the mesh only at mesh points. All of 
the results in this section refer to meshes consistent with a convex polygonal 
boundary I’. 
The following result3 is fundamental to the rest of this paper. 
LEMMA 10. If  p z q E 1, then (Xz, Yz) 3 0 for all 2, Or e@Valt??@Y 
(Hz, Vz) 3 Ofo~ allz. 
3 Professor G. Birkhoff has noted a continuous analog of this result: 
SJ%x %v dx dy > 0, 
D 
where D is any convex domain bounded by a sufficiently smooth curve r and z is a 
sufficiently smooth function vanishing on T’. 
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PROOF. Replacing z by F1h, we prove (fiz, F-lrz) > 0. From (2.1) this 
inner product is 
z [s,z,-l,j - s,zi*j] [s,zi*j-l - S,Z,,j] = f$fgQ. (2) a.9 
(x~,Y~)ED i-1 j=l 
where the QiSj(z) are quadratic forms defined as follows. Let Ri,j be the 
rectangle with vertices (xi , yj), (xi+i , yi), (xifl , yj+J, (xi , yj+J. If all of the 
vertices of R,,j are in D, then 
- (s&i.j+l) ts+%j> + &zi.j+l> (s~zi+L~)l* (4.1) 
If not all vertices of Risj are in D, then Qi,j(z) is defined by (4.1) with the 
terms corresponding to the missing vertices deleted. For example, 
(&zA,j+l) (StPi+l,j> is deleted if (xi+1 , Yj+J I De 
Since (4.1) simplifies to 
Q&J = ~ieuj&~,~id2 (4.2) 
then QCSj(z) > 0 if all the vertices of Ri,* are in D. Obviously Qi,j(z) > 0 if 
precisely two diagonally opposite vertices of Ri,j are in D, or if just one vertex 
of Ri,j is in D. If precisely two adjacent vertices of Ri,j are in D, then the 
terms to be deleted from (4.1) are already zero so that (4.2) holds with two of 
the x’s equal to zero and thus again Qi,Jz) > 0. All that remains is to examine 
Qi,j(z) when precisely three vertices of Ri,i are in D. No generality is lost by 
assuming hi+1 , Y~+~ ) is the vertex not in D. In this case, the convexity of the 
polygon D + r and the mesh being consistent with the polygon requires that 
Ri+l,j and Ri,j+l each have precisely one vertex in D. An example of this is 
given in Fig. 1. Thus it is sufficient to show that 
&G(Z) = Qdz) + * [Qi+l.j(z> + Qi.j+l(zll 2 0. 
A direct calculation results in 
&i.i(z) = ziwj(sa3~vxi,j)2 + Y[a2x~+l,j - 2xi+l.jzi.j+l + B%.i+11 
where 
zi+l.i+l = a y = ~ 1iWj ) cl= = li/li+l ) and 8” = W*I%1 - 
With 0~~ = CC++~,~ and /3r = p.zi j+l , we need only prove that 
al2 - 2”1~1(1,+1wl+l/ziwj)1’2 + 81” b 0. 
409- 18 
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FIG. 1 
This holds for all real 01~ and /3r if 
An inspection of Fig. 1 shows this is equivalent to Be < 0r , which is precisely 
the condition that the polygon be convex. Q.E.D. 
The convexity of the polygon is essential in Lemma 10. For example, 
consider the L-shaped domain formed by 0 < x, y < 2 with 1 < x, y < 2 
deleted. Using a constant mesh increment of t, a direct calculation (such as 
diagonalizing HP’ + VH) shows that (Hz, Vz) is negative for some z. 
COROLLARY 2. 
II H(H + w II G 1 
PROOF. By definition 
and II V(H + V-l II < 1. 
(Hz, Hz) 
11 H(H + ‘J-l II2 = y+(Hg Hz) + 2(Hz, Vz) + (h, VZ) 
and applying Lemma 10, the ratio is bounded by 1. The proof for V is similar. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 11. 
II (H + V) (X + Y)-’ /I d CT fi[l + ~‘\/Z~a(l+ w)]. 
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PROOF. Adding the equations in (3.6), 
D,H + D,V = X + Y - (Xl + Yl). (4.3) 
We break the proof into two parts. The first is to show that 
II (H + V) z II < 0 6 II (4H + W) z II (4.4) 
for all z. The second part is to show that 
II (-Y + Y - Xl - YJ 2 II < [I + d/Zp4+ 41 I/ (X + Y) 2 II (4.5) 
for all 2. Then (4.4) and (4.5) applied to (4.3) produces the desired inequality. 
We begin the proof of (4.4) by observing that 
I/ (H + V) z 112 = 11 Hz II2 + 2(Hz, Vz) + 11 Vz ii2a 
Using (3.4), 
11 (H -+ V) z 112 < TU I[ D’/2D,1’2Hz [I2 + 2(Hz, Vz) + ~0 II D;1’2D1,1’2Vz /I2 
Applying Lemma 10, (Hz, Vz) > 0 SO since 70 2 1, 
11 (H + V) z 112 < TU[// D:‘2D,1’2Hz /I2 + 2(Hz, Vz) + II D;1’2D1,‘2Vz II”]. 
Then observing that 
11 D,“2D,-“2(DlH + D,V) z iI2 = II D;‘zD;1’2Hz iI2 + 2(Hz> Vz) 
+ 1) D;1’2D1,‘2Vz Jj2, 
we obtain 
11 (H + V) z iI2 6 TU II D,-1’2D,1’2(D,H + D,V)‘z II2 
< m3 II (D,H + D,V z II2 
and taking square roots proves (4.4). 
We begin the proof of (4.5) by observing that 
II (X + Y - Xl - YJ z II d II (X + Y> z’ll + II Xlz II + II y;z II. (4.6) 
Let XI be written in the form 
Xl = [X,H-117 [H1/2X--1/2] [X1/2(X + y)-117 [X-W] 
x [X1/2(X + Y)-l/2] [(X + Y)]. 
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Applying Lemma 8 to X,H- / r 2, Lemma 5 to N1/2X-1/2, Corollary 1 to 
Xr/2(X + Y)P~/~, and Lemma 1 to X-rj2, 
II x12 II G dTPU1 IIV + Y) z II 
for all z. Similarly we deduce 
II YIZ II < l/TPUW II (X + Y) z II 
for all z. Combining these results with (4.6), (4.5) is proved. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 12. 
and 
II X(X + q-1 II B fJ dru [l + 1/2pa(Z + w)] [T + 2/2pE] 
II Y(X + Y)-’ 11 < u IG [l + z/Zpo(Z + w)] [T + %4pw]. 
PROOF. We write X(X + Y)-l in the form 
X(X + Y)-’ = [XH-11 [H(H + V)-l] [(H + V) (X + Y)-‘1 
and apply Lemma 9 to XIV, Corollary 2 to H(H + V)-l and Lemma 11 to 
(H + V) (X + Y)-l, tb us obtaining the desired inequality. The proof for 
Y(X + Y)-l is similar. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 13. 
II w+ y> (v - v(O)) ll d (YW2 + 7 + .\/2pw) 1/z&, 
+ {dwa + u d/70 [l + vQpu(Z + w)] [T + 1/2pw]} z/lw J 
PROOF. Take norms of the equation 
(d + Y)(v -v(O)) = (d + Y)v - (d + Y) v(O) 
= [r(X + Y)-1 + Y(X + Y)-‘1s - [TV-l + YV-l]Vv’O’, 
apply Lemma 2 to (X + Y)-‘, Lemma 12 to Y(X + Y)-l, Lemma 3 to s, 
Lemma 1 to V-l, Lemma 9 to YV-l, and Lemma 6 to P%(O). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 14. For any E > 0, there exists an N depending on r, w, and E such 
that n > N implies 11 P12(THTV)n /I < E where 
TH = @I+ H)-l (r1 - H) and T, = (~1 + V)-l (~1 - I’). 
PROOF. With A, = V-r’a(T,T,)* we deduce 
A,+, = V-‘l”ll;iVll2T A v n’ (4.7) 
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An examination of Lemma 2 with z replaced by V-1/2z shows that the quadra- 
tic form of V-1/2HV1/2 is nonnegative. This with 
V-1/2T#/2 = [I + (l/r) V-1/zHV1/2]-1 [I - (l/r) V-1/2HV1/2] 
proves [8, Lemma 5.2, p. 1951 that 11 V-1/2THV1/2 11 < 1. Thus from (4.7) 
we obtain 
II An+12 II < II Tv&z II (4.8) 
for all 2. 
Let z be any vector such that II z II = 1. We assert there exists a y < 1 
(independent of z) such that 
(4.9) 
It is known [lo, p. 221 that II TH I/ < 1 and II T, 1) < 1, thus it follows from 
(4.8) that the first part of (4.9) is true. To prove the second part of (4.9), let 
I/ A,z Ij > E. Since V is symmetric, its eigenvectors can be taken as an 
orthogonal basis [ll, Theorems 9-16 and 9-17, pp. 190-1911. Expand A,z 
in these eigenvectors and let G(n) be the sum of the terms for which the eigen- 
values of V are greater than ~/Z/C. Also let r(n) = A,z - gfn). Then 
(d/4 II P) II < II V1’2S(n) II < II V1’2A~ II = II (THTv)~ II < 1 
so that 
which results in 
11 P) II2 = II A,z II2 - II P) II2 b t2/2 2 II W II2 (4.10) 
A consequence of Lemma 1 is that the eigenvalues of V are bounded from 
below by w-~. With this a simple calculation shows 
II TvP) II < 0 II ?Ya) II (4.11) 
where 
From (4.10) and (4.11) it follows that 
II TV&Z II2 -__ < ez II P) II2 + II P) I? < ma.pz + 1 . 
II Anz II2 II P) /I2 + II V”) II2 A>1 x + 1 
(4.12) 
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Since (W + l)/(h + 1) decreases as X increases, (4.12) results in 
II TV&Z II < d(e2 + I)/2 II A,z II . (4.13) 
Let y  = d/(02 + 1)/2. Combining (4.8) and (4.13), the second part of (4.9) is 
proved. 
Since an equivalent definition of spectral norm is [6, p. 2141 
II A, II = max II 4~ II II z II =1 
it follows from (4.9) that 
II A,,, II < max(5 Y II 4 II). 
Repeated application of (4.14) results in 
II 4 II < max{e, yn II 4 II}. 
Applying Lemma 1, 
II Al II = II V-l’l II < 26 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
so we select N sufficiently large that yNw <: E. Then for n > N, we deduce 
from (4.15) that n > N implies 
II&II 66 
which completes the proof of Lemma 14. Q.E.D. 
5. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
Define the error vector for (2.3) at the nth iteration by s(n) = v  -v(n). 
Then the Euclidean norm of ecn) 
is a “discrete L, integral norm” of the vector u - u(“). (In the case of con- 
stant mesh spacing, this measure of the error was used in [12, p. 361, [13, 
p. 648-J and [7, p. 4001.) 
From (2.3) we obtain 
(9-I + X) e(n+1/2) = (rI - Y) .f* 
(rI + Y) ,++I) =@I -X)&a+1/2)* (5.1) 
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In the theorems of this section it is assumed that the initial guess vector 
u(O) has components g(xi , ri) where g is an arbitrary function defined in D 
with g = 0 on r and g,, bounded in D (e.g., u(O) = 0). 
As before, let u be any upper bound of l/p and l/p in D, T an upper bound 
of p and q in D, p an upper bound of / p, 1 and / ql, ( in D, f an upper bound of 
1 f 1 in D, and gY?, an upper bound of 1 g,, / in D. 
THEOREM 1. Ifpsq- 1, then for any e>O, there exists N=N(e) 
such that on any consistent mesh with convex boundary r, n > N implies 
PROOF. Let TM denote the matrix (YI + M)-l (YI - IM). Using (5.1) we 
deduce 
W2dn’ = [(YI + V)-l V] [V-1/2(THTy)n] [(YI + V) e(O)]. 
Since V is positive definite [S, p. 1921, a simple calculation proves 
Then applying Lemma 13 to (rl + V) e(O), 
11 Vu%(n) II G Cl II V-1’2(TJ’,)n II (5.2) 
where 
Cl = dG[(nu2 + I)&, + (rlw + 1)fl. 
Then using Lemma 1, 
jJ e(n) 1) < /I v-1/2 11 * 11 v1wn )I < w 1) vlwn) (1 
and combining this result with (5.2), 
(11 et”) 112 + /I V1j2e(n) lj2)1/2 < Cl(w2 + 1)1/2 (1 V-‘I”(THTV>n II. (5.3) 
Lemma 14, together with (5.3), completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. If  0 < Y < l/J2 and 0 < r < l/aw2, there exists K = K(Y) 
such that, on any consistent mesh with convex boundary I’, 11 e(n) 11 < K/n for 
all 12. 
PROOF. Using the identity 
I - TxTy = 2r(rI + X)-l (X + Y) (rI + Y)-l, 
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from (5.1) we deduce 
&z’ = a(x + Y)-1 (Yl + X) (1 - T,T,) (T,T,>n (YI + Y) E(O). (5.4) 
Applying Lemma 2 to (X + Y)-l, Lemma 12 to (X + Y)-l X, and Lemma 
13 to (~1 + Y) s(O), we obtain 
I/ E(“’ II d c2 II (1 - TXT,) (TxT,Y II (5.5) 
where 
c, = (Zwu/2 + (U/2Y) IG[l + x?z#p(l+ w)] [T + 2/2pZ]) 
* {(YWZ + 7 + d/2pw) v%i&, 
With 
+ (ylwu + u 6 [l + Gpu(Z + w)] [T + V?$w]) Vzf). 
we deduce 
T = (- TX)l12 (- TY) (- TX)‘/” 
(I - T,T,) ( TxT$ = (- Tx)l/2 (I - T) T”( - TX)-“2 
so that applying Lemma 7, from (5.5) we obtain 
(5.6) 
where T is real, symmetric and positive definite and I/ T jl < 1. Lemma 4, 
together with (5.6) completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Let+(n) be the first Cesaro mean of the u(“), 
(5.7) 
THEOREM 3. For any Y  > 0, there exists a constant C = C(Y) such that, on 
any consistent mesh with convex boundary r, 11 W2(u - 9’“)) II < Cjnfor all n. 
PROOF. From (5.7) we obtain 
F1/2(,, -,j,‘“‘) = ; 2 @). (5.8) 
W&=0 
Replace n by m in (5.4), sum both sides of the equation from m = 0 to 
m = n - 1, and divide both sides of the resulting equation by n. 
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Using (5.8) this simplifies to 
wyu - qJy = (l/24 (X + Y)-1 (II + X) [I - (T,T,)“+q(rl + Y) E(O). 
Since (/ TX I/ < 1 and 11 T, 11 < 1 [lo, p. 221, an application of Lemma 2 to 
(X + Y)-l, Lemma 12 to (X + Y)-l X and Lemma 13 to (r1 + Y) ~(0) 
results in 
llW2(u -+(“)) 11 < 2C2/n 
where C, is as before. This proves Theorem 3. 
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